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INTRODUCTION
AMATE[ II RADIO is truly an American hobby, and has proved time after
time to be of great pithlie value. lri
of emergency, amateur stations have carriers on lllllll uniration long after general
public and private fiwilities hail failed.
Floods, hurricanes. etc. base all provided

tweasions for amatcar radio to perform
great public services.

This book rout

iirospective commercial or government
operator east have.

Amateur radio iif course holds tither atllllll unicate
tractions: e.g.. alnateura
w ills ex peili 1 ion% a id provide regular sched-

ules for members to communicate with
folks at home, Also various groups of
umateurs have established relay violins
and receive arid transmit hundreds of messages each week. Others belong In the

A typical .army
Amateur Net sta-

tion, ErAL.NC114-4NG. This station was also used
Iu

revel re

IFICS-

sages front mein -

hers of the Byrd
Expedition.

des of simple equipment with which to
get started in this fascinating hobby. lie fore transmitting equipment is used it is
Illst.t.SAELry to obtain a government license.

The penalty for illegal operation is heavy
and since a license is relatively easy to

obiain. there is no excuse for 'loot leggers.' its they are called by amateurs. The
beginner will need to study other books.
Those to he recommended are faddish:91
by the A.R.11.1.. (American Radio Relay
League). an org %tat if ill composed entirely of amateurs.

Now more than ever before a great
many operators are in demand. While
there are some 5004 "ham" operators
all are not able to serve, and new ones
are continually needed to keep pace with
our defense program. Training in amateur radio is perhaps the greatest as -set a

ArmyAmateur organize Lion wit ill) is alliiiated with the United States Signal Corps.

There are hundreds of other interesting
angles to amateur radio and first among
these, is building and experimentisig with
your own transmitters and receivers. While
many Thanis- use factory made transmitters and receivere, the majority build and

develop their owti equipment from parts
available through authorized amateur supply dealers. The budding amateur usually
starts off with building a simple receiver.

These simple receiving sets are really

line performers and it is not too many
years ago when they were used in nearly
Their perforillUnre
of course, cannot be compared with that
of modern ei llllllll mications receivers, but
never -the -less they di get signals from all
parts of the world under favorable (.011every
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Fanto US "Super Pro" receiver well

known to amateurs and corn m erc ia I operators. Receivers
such us this ne
are used exclu
sirely in commer-

cial services. Sea --

era were em-

ployed an the

Byrd Expedition
to the Antarctic.

Interference a the great bug -a boo, with the simple regenerators. Superdi bons.

heterodyne receivers on the other hand,
operate on the principle where selectivity
is independent of the operating frequency
to which the receiver is tuned. Small regenerative receivers must have all circuits
tuned to the signal frequency and consequently the selectivity varies considerably.

An ideal receiver would be one having
variable selectivity characteristics of quite
a wide range. The Hamtnarland "Super Pro" is an excellent example of such a receiver. It. has a band width front nearly
16 he. to better than 100 cycles. This

permits reception of high quality music
under suitable conditions arid also makes

Mrs. Clay Bailey,

wife of the chief
radio officer of the

Byrd Expedition,
listening to broadcasts erninnting

from the South.
Pole. The receiver
is an "HQ -120-X".

available any other degree of selectivity
which might be required. For general
short wave reception in crowded amateur

and broadcast bands, a high degree of
selectivity is more to be preferred, than

the wide hand type of seleetivily. Here
to. there is great advantage in having the
variable feature. The Hamrnarlund -HQ-MA" has a variable range of selectivity
from 100 cycles to over 3 ke. This takes
in practically all short wave broadcast and
amateur requirements.
'i're gel

the most Out of any receiver,

regardless of whether it is a simple regenerator or a complicated communications
type receiver, the operator must spend a
gm! 1 many 1
, :it she rontrols.
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Rear and bottom i'letr9 !atoning placerneril of parts and wirin,q.

The "Metal Tube Two"
THE `"Metal Tube -Two" receiver is for
the more advanced short wave experimenter. Two of the newer nietal tithes are

In order to eliminate feed back in the
audio stage, and to keep all traces of
nut of the grid circuit of the audio

employed. One is a 637 regenerative de-

amplifier. a filter consisting of a 2.1 colt.

tector and the other, a 6C5 triode, is a

R.F. choke and two .1.1005 mf. condensers,

resistance coupled audio amplifier. This
immbination provides about the Elli
Ie

tickler circuit.

in simple short wave receivers. It is espedaily sensitive and will produce extremely
loud signals. Loud enough, in fact, to
operate a small speaker.

This receiver is designed to operate
from the power supply described in another part of Ibis hook. Two -hundred -fifty
volts are required for the Ii -supply arid
6.3 volts A.C. for the heaters.

is employed in the B -plus side of the
Regeneration is controlled by varying
the voltage applied to the screen grid of
the fi.17 regenerative pentode detector.
The 50,000 ohm poieritiometer and the
100.000 ohm resistor, arc connected in
series across the 11 -supply, that is, he een the 11 -phis and It -negative, in order
to Oh t a in the correct vidtage for the screen
I

grid. The adjustment of this regeneration

in other receivers previously described, we also employ standard Hammarlund SWE, plug-in coils in this one.

control is covered in other parts of this
Manual and need not be discussed here.

In simple receivers the plug-in coil method

series with the antenna, serves for varying the antenna coupling. Once set for

due to absorption caused by unused wind-

the highest frequency coil, this condenser
will need nn further adinstment unless an
extremely weak signal is encountered.
Closing the condenser plates (increasing
capacity), will increase the sensitivity and

As

is unquestionably the most satisfactory,
because there is no danger of dead spots
ings.

here trio, we have also employed

the hand -spread system shown in the
other receivers.

The tickler is connected in the plate
circuit for obtaining regeneration. In the

diagram, the tickler is shown al the top
of !he grid roil while actually it is wound at
the bottom of the coil form. However.

the connections remain identical. It is
drawn at the top merely as a convenience.

The 30 Inn& trimmer, connected in

thus bring op the sirength of the weak
However, as the capacity of this
condenser is increased, the set antomatieally tunes broader. There is an optimum
adjustment; one which provides sufficient
signal strength without interference from
signal.

stations transmitting on adjacent channels.

SHORT WAVE MANUAL
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and away from all trees, metal roofs, etc.
A receiver is only as good as the antenna
with whirl, it is used. Il.se a good antenna
system anal you will be well repaid.
The beginner will find this the ideal set

with which to start.

Even today thou.

sands are in use by llama.

P.1RTS LIST
HAMMARLUND

I- MC.140.M Rand setting cond.

elimerisionN for chosNin.

The diagram contains the circuit for
pentode power amplifier.
athlit
This amplifier. when added to the main
an

1-MC20-S Band -spread cond.
I -MEX antenna trimmer 130 masc./
1--C11X r.f. choke
1-S-4 socket
2-S-8 sockets
1-SNICK-4. 17 to 270 meter plat[ -in coil
set

CORNELL DORMER

I

receiver will provide full speaker v it! URIC

on all popular short wave stations. The
Inf. condenser connected between
the plate of the 6(3 and the II -minus
should lie connected between the plate
.006

of the 1W6 and B -minus when the additional audio stage is employed. The parts
hat does not contain the iienis emphoyed
in the additinnal amplifier. Also, the
chassis un which the original receiver is
built is not large enough for the second
amplifier. We suggest a l0" chassis one

extending 2" farther to the right. The
drilling of tile r portion will, of course,
remain the same. The panel should also

1-100
2-500

mint. mica condenser
mmf. mica condensers

1-.006 mf. mica condenser

1-.1 mf. paper condenser
2-1 mf. paper condensers

I. R. C.
1-2 mete. t 2 watt Resistors
2-1/4 meg. 1/2 watt Resistors
1-2,000 ohm 1 watt Resistor
1-100,000 ohm 1 watt Resistor
-50,000 ohm potentiometer
MISC.

1-8 a 5 a 2" Chassis

1-8 x 6 a 1/16" Panel (aluminum/
Terminal strips, screws, etc.

be correspondingly larger.
C. A.

This receiver has been found to operate

hest on an antenna from 40 to 75 feet
Consisting of a single wire, the
long.

1-6J7 metal tube
1--6Ci metal tube

antenna should he mounted in the clear

St

.?$01.

OPTIONAL PENTODE AMPLIFIER

Wiring diagram for Weird Tithe Two-

;

The HAMMAFILUND
This two -tube Naperhet
niodeled of ter
fire-

r' sivilyseribril in "ON 7'
magazine. ,Warty budding
amateurs will do well to

start out with this type
of receiver.

QST
2 -Tube

Superhet
WHILE this rs.
loperalet Ott the
superliercri.i, ,i, principle. the be inner will penbahl:. get a clearer picture
of the circuit by considering it a modified
regenerative type receiver. In a regenerative receiver the detector is tuned to the
incoming signal. The disadvantage lie. in
the fact that the frequency of the detector
must be changed to coincide with the frequency of the desired signal. If w, could
have all sipials ulcerating sin Idle &el Illerley

without interference, the detector couls1
then be adjusted for maxi ]]]]] /is stability
and sensitivity. The ...kik..., ',ohs( iscenis
to he to convert the frequency of the desired signal to that of the regenerative detector which in liked tuned: that is exactly
what is done in this receiver. A eirawerier
stage operates ahead of the regenerative.
dereetio. The regenerative detector oper-

heterodyne toll having preselem ion. Some

interference from images will he present
but it is obvious that this receiver should
outperform a usual 2 -tube regenerator.
The irlier-raerlialr frequency in this particular ease is approximately 1600 lite. The
converter system consists of a 6K8 in the

usual iwistagrill circuit. The second detector Drill nadirs amplifier are cosithined in

a twin triode bElit;. The chassis on whirls
the receiver is no milted is 5

x9
x I..,"
and pro% isles ill milk. space fsw all parts. The

photographs dearly illustrate the /111,11.
cif die vele-arid condensers. I
of

r.

2:

sraa

Wass.

Yi0W-ND

ates exartly the mouse as in other receivers.
except that its frespicury rensains Cited

Va'

-"AV

after it has been adjusted for maximum
performain.e. "Ile same thing happens in
a superhet, except dual an IF amplifier
tit
usually exists between the non ert tiy
Ni the second iletertor.
By selecting a rather high frequency at
which to operate the regenerative detector
in this receiver. it is possible to reduce the
shortesiniings of the usual simple Super -

I

t.
11SX.1.3 KM

P.

I

ti-

4.;

pm.. 4 Pica_Es

E

elnr-V

toy-intr./or fr41 trrlsrrcreperlret.
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a metal chassis in this receiver together
with the superheterodyne type of circuit
completely eliminates hand capacity effects. This alone is quite an advantage
over the usual regenerator. The second de-

tector tube circuit is wound on a clear
plastic form 1,-4" in diameter and consists
of 55 turns of No. 30 double silk, covered
wire close -wound in the grid coil LS, and 18

turns close -wound for the tickler L6. The
sparing between the coils is approximately
1/16 of an inch. Winding data for the converter coils is given in the accompaning
table. Results obtained with this receiver
depend largely rm the performance of the
regenerative second detector. Adjustment
of the feed -back condenser is iminwtani for
code reception. I t should be adjusted to
the point where the detector oscillates and
for reception of modulated signals it should

he adjusted to the point just before the
detector goes into oscillation. It will be
found that this control will need no attention after it is properly adjusted and that
is one of the great advantages of this type
of receiver. In the usual regenerative receiver, it is necessary to readjust the regeneration control when tuning. Then too,
dead spots caused by the antenna ure entirely absent in the receiver.

Coil Data

Coil Grid Winding (Li and L5
A 56 turns No. 22 enamelled
B 32 turns No. 22 enamelled
C 18 turns No. 22 enamelled
D 12 turns No. 22 enamelled
E 10 turns No. 22 enamelled
Antenna 112) or Tickler (1_41
A 10 turns No. 24 enamelled
B
8 turns No. 24 enamelled
C
7 turns No. 24 enamelled
D
7 turns No. 24 enamelled
E
8 turns No. 24 enamelled

All coils wound on 11/2 -inch diameter forms
CHarnmarlund SWF-41. Grid windings on coils B -E,
Inc. spaced to occupy a length of 11/2 inched; grid wind -

Wiring diagram of
tube Superhetero-

2

dvne. Each tufwdoes

the work of two

tubes. .4ct ually,fortr
tube performance is

obtaned.

flnrrum

reerr-

two re 44-

parts.

picreenterri of

Eng on coil A close -wound. Antenna -ticker coils all
close -wound, spaced v. inch from bottom of grid
winding.
Frequency Range
Coil at L1 -L5
Coil at 1.3. -Lo
1700 to 3200 kc.
A
B
3000 to 5700 kc..
a
C
5400 to 10,000 kc...
C
9500 to 14,500 kc..

PARTS LIST
C4, Cs. 01-100-mmfd. variable (Harnmarlund SM-100)

C4-15-mmfd. variable (Hammarlund
SM-15)

Ca-250-mmfd. silvered mica (Dubilier
Type 5-Ri
Co -0.01 mmfd. paper

Cr-0.005 mfd. mica.
Cs-Cs 100 mmfd. mica.
Ki-50,000 ohms, 1 /2 -watt
Rs -1 megohm, 1/2 watt.
RFC-2.5-mh. r.f. choke

Ti-Audio transformer. interetage type.

3:t ratio (rhordarson T 1 3 A 34)
Li, Li, inc.-See coil cable
turns No. 30 d.s.c. close -wound
on 3/4 -inch diameter form; inductance
40 microhenrys.
L.- 8 turns No. 30 d.s.c close -wound, on
same form as La; see Figure 2

S-S.p.s.c. toggle switch

The
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Front and rear views of the 'Tiro
Stage Pre -Selector." Ide.rai unit for re-

ducing noise and images.

This unit trill improre
any superheterodyne

J

Two Stage Pre - Selector
rrifi.: pre -selector is ii worthwhile udditiun to any superheterodyne, particu-

larly those not having too much sensitivity. This one, in particular. will work
well with present superlieterodynes having

no B.l. ahead of the first detector. Even
those already having one stage of H.F.
can he improved by the use of this unit.
Not only does it increase the sensitivity
of your present superheterodyne, but it
also goes a long way toward eliminating
images- that it, two -spot liming. Noise
is also reduced somewhat due to the ',venal

increase in sensitivity and selectivity of
the receiver.

A power supply for operating this preamplifier is not included in the unit.

Inasmuch as it is to be used with some
sort of receiver. the lower can be taken
directly from the receiver power supply.
From 180 to 250 volts are required for

the plate supply and 6.3 volts for the

:Attempt it, operate the amplilier without
these shields because it just won't work.
Also it will be noticed that the dual I tO

mud. condenser has a shield plate hetWeerl 1110 11111 stators. This must also
be grounded in order t eliminate feed hack.

Band spread is not employed for the
simple reason that it is not necessary.
H. F. stages tune rather broad as compared to the, tuning control of the re-

In the first H. F. stage-that is,
the one nearest the antenna circuit, the

ceiver.

interwound winding is employed for trimming. 1 here we have a ItOtt minf. condenser oinneeied across the winding with
one side grounded. The grounded side is

that nearest the grounded side of

lir ...AFL_ ior

healers. If your preseiti receiver emplity13

2.5 volt tubes. such as the 38's and Sh's,
then it will be necessary to employ two

type 58 pentodes in place of the 610

metal tubes shown in the diagram. If
the glass tubes are Itsed, it is necessary
to shield them in order to prevent feedback. In this regard. the metal tubes are
superior because
shielding.

of

their

thorough

It will he noticed that the two plug-

VI:laid! are SWK-6, 3 -winding
Hammarlimil coils, ar' shielded with
Haminarlund "'CS- coil shields. Do not

in coils,

Bottom rime showing the wiring.

the
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Long leads in a high gain amplifier of
this type will cause no end of trouble.
The longest lead is Ilse one. going from
Ilse second coil to the plate of the first
610. It will be noticed that this lead
is shielded in order to reduce feedback.
Do not employ ordinary shielded wire.
This lead should he made with hook-up

21-*1
DRILL Fit 26
112 HOLES

(

.

N
C01

DIA.

4 Hp LEs
Wr.

7
I MC

L

MCD
140-M

100-51

wire having heavy insulation, and a short
length of braided shielding material should
be played over the wire. I f th., capacity

between the shielded wire is too great,
considerable sensitivity will be lost. The

r

R F &ON
r

11

9

a

converter has a volume control of its
own which should be operated independ-

II

ent of the receiver. The correct setting

Drilling dimensions for the chassis.

for the volume control can only he learned
hr experience.

PARTS LIST

larger winding. The small coil at the

bottom of the form, usually termed the
tickler, is used as the antenna coupling
coil. Thi6 dril remains 111111141,d
the
second stage. The interwound winding
serves as the plate coupling coil and the
large winding as the grid coil for the
second amplifier tube. This also is tuned
with a 1.40 mint condenser. With proper
111

adjustment, of the 100 mmf. padding
condenser, the two circuits will track very
nicely.

There arc many arrangements which
can he used for coupling the pre -selector
Ifowever, the
to the receiver proper.
arrangement shown is the simplest and
is entirely satisfactory. Merely connect

the output tenninal of the converter to
your receiver. The
the antenna post
negative side of the converter need nut
be connected to the receiver because this
connection .is already made through the
power supply. In wiring up the converter,
all leads should be short and direct.

Wiring diagram and ratart+

IIAMMARLUND
1.-MCD.L.40-M two gang condenser
1-MC-100-M trimmer condenser

1-CHX R.E. choke
2-S-13 sockets
2-5-6 sockets
2-CS coil shields

2-SW14.6 6 -prong coil sets 17-270 M.
CORNELL DUBILIER

(Condensers/
6-.1 mt. paper
1-500 rural mica
I. R. C.
Resittors)

2-300 ohm 1/2 watt
2-10(4000 ohm 1/2 wart

1-50.000 ohm 1 WALE
1-10.000 ohm PO1CM1011MI
141Se.

-8 x 10 x 2" chassis

1-7 x 10" panel (aluminum)
1-Dial
2-Knobs

Binding post strips, screws, etc.

H. C. A.

2-6K7

Merar rubes

"Tarn Singe Pre-sehalor...
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Three Tube Regenerator

Three tube receiver for the beginner.
911-11-S simple three tube receiver eta ploys an untuned RF stage. The purpose of this RF stage is to reduce detuning
effects, usually caused when the antenna

is directly coupled to a regenerative detector grid circuit. The RF tube operating with relatively fixed characteristics
provides a uniform load for the detector
circuit and also isolates it from the antenna.

Radiation from the oscillating detector
is also reduced. An oscillating detector

is too large fur use in a cathode feedback
oscillator and therefore, requires pruning.
We have found that approximately 12 the
original number of turns works out satisfactorily. Additional experimenting may
he required in individual receivers.
Single -ended tubes are employed because they definitely make the wiring job

easier, although if the experimenter has
other tubes available, there is no reason
why they should not he used. The audio

coupled directly to an antenna works much

the same as a transmitter and will interfere with other receivers tuned to the same
signal. The addition of the RF stage however, prevents such radiation. Regeneration is also less difficult to control when the

antenna is not coupled directly to the
detector. This is due to the relatively
constant load, as pointed out previously.

which exists with the additional coupling
stage.
Dead spots usually caused by rem -maul

characteristics of the antenna also do not
appear in this receiver. The regeneration

control is not at all critical and a single
adjustment will suffice over a relatively

wide band of frequencies.
$tandard 3 -winding Hammarlund coils

are used in the tune circuit. The primary
or plate coil for the R F tube is interwound

with the detector grid coil. The usual
plate tickler, or feedback coil, is connected
in the cathode circuit. The normal tickler
winding with which these coils are wound

Inside view

SHORT WAVE MANUAL
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PARTS LIST
HAMMARLUND

2-CHX choke

1-set 17-270 meter coils, SWK-6
1-50 minf. var. rood. IAA -50-B
1-100 mrrif. %sr. cond. 1-/FA100.A
1-6 prong socket, S-6
3-8 prop _F socket, S-8
CORNELL Milli LlER

6-.05 mi. paper cond. 500 V
3-.0005 mf. mica Eland.
1-.0001 nif. mica cond.
1. R. C.

1-300 ohm 1.2 resistor
1-100.000 1;2 resistor
1-2 meg. 1 i 2 resistor
3-1/4 men. 1/2 resistor
1-2000 112 resistor
1-000 112 lOW resistor
1-20.000 ohm pot.
1-50.000 ohm resistor

PAR METAL

I-7' a 7" a 2' chassis

1-cabinet to march
R. C. A.
1.-6C5 tube
1-6SK7 tube
1.-6S.17 tube

notiont view sl
ins re.sislors am!
condensers.
in the untuned HY stage used in this receiver. This control reduces the strength

MLSC.

1-pilot light a sse=7,

of strong signals which would overload the
regenerative detector. Sisece a regenera-

stage is a triode and providtt, sufficient

tive detector works best with relatively
weak signals, this control is definitely
worthwhile. F.
very strong signals
such as local broadcasting star
will

volume for earphones. A pentode might
have been used hot the increase in volume
would not have been sufficient In niscra te

speaker and for earphone operation there
would have 'men no particular advantage.
Power for this receiver may he obtained
from the supply described on pagm 12 and
13. Any good power supply however, delivering in the neighborhood of 200 to 250

cause interference in this type of receiver
and it is advisable to use a short antenna
to limit this irturference.

In addition to controls already mentioned, there are two tuning condensers.

One is termed "main tuning.' and the
other "hand spread''.. The main lotting

volts. will servo nicely.

Operation of the receiver is much like
other regenerative receivers. In addition

control adjusts the receiver to the approximate freapiency or hand of frequencies
where reception is desired. Fine tuning is
then done with the hand spread coorrol.

to the regeneration control there is also an
Hf gain control. Actually this should be
termed an aIIcnlratlir fur 1Iiire
1111

2 MEG.

EISK7

6J5

69J7

(1

.05 Mr.

1

Z

C

300

OHMS

.25
y, w.

r/2 W.

m CO,

10 -

MF.

V
20,000
OHMS

50.000 OHMS
8-1-

100.000 OHMS. w

If Irirrg diog r

1 W-

.for 3-tufer

5.
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Two riewa showing the et-m.0ruetionof the reeeirer
power -supply.

Receiver
Power Supply
the receiver may be incorporated in one
unit, it is to the advantage of the experi-

which should be ianisidered is the is
tithes which eta) at some time oir 1.11/1Cr
he used during experimenting. Our diagram shows a single 6.3 volt filament
winding. If at any -time you expect to

menter to have the power -supply separate.

employ

This permits its rise with other apparatus.
This power.supply is einihtrueted of good

for some other experimental set -op, we

rr Ill. several short wave reeeivers pre v.
ly described require a separate
power -supply. While the power -supply and

volt tubes in your receiver

suggest that the power -supply be equipped

with a V? volt winding as well as the

parts with ratings sufficient to work with
the res'rivers in this hook and still main-

6.3 volt winding.

If the experimenter desires to build larger receivers,
that is, receivers having considerably more
tubes than those illustrated in this hook,
it is advisable to use cottoottents of higher
ratings. For instance. the power trans-

bent down in order to make it rigid. On

tain a wide range of safety.

former in this particular lamer -supply,
while delivering sufficient voltage at 79
milliamperes, will handle up to three or
four tubes.

In case larger receivers are

nil that
to be used with it, we rev
the transforelier have a rating of at least
100 milliamperes. The filter choke coils

Such transformers are
readily available. For convenience, we
have mail a ixflx2 inch chassis constructed
.
'
Ail four sides are
of f. IC al
one of these sides is mounted the terminal

strip containing die plate and filament
Oil the uthrr sidr we. have

conucetimis.

the on -off toggle switch. The placement
of these items can be learned from the
photograph.
The output voltage of the 'lower -supply

supply nerd be changed in order to in-

is very important. In this parlieular tine,
the mil put voltage is 300 under normal
load. Choke input is employed. If condenser input were used. the voltage would
be entirel ton high. If condenser input
is desired. for any particular reason. the
high voltage rating of theseelalllrry should

crease its current capacity. Another poini

lie around 2511 villa. The Illeioler sir sniragr

of this power -supply are rested at 1311 ma.
These also sl
Id he inereased fa approxl.
maidy 109 11111, if the larger sets are con.
teniplated. No other values in the power

SHORT WAViE MANUAL
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Drilling specifica-

tions for power supply chassis.

divider ei.inai'Zted fleellbS the output ter-

minals of the filter consists of a 20.000

ohm 50 watt resistor.

As ran be
Acre in the diagram, tole tap is provided
in ease lower voltages arc required. This
lap should he adjusted under load with
the aid of a voltmeter in order to obtain
proper voltage. if inure than one intermediate voltage is required, additional

tween each plate of the rectifier and one
aide of the filament. Juggling these connections may be necessary in larder to
Also,

completely eliminate tunable holm,.

outside line noses can be reduced considerably by romierting a .1 inf. condenser between one side of dye l
primary and B -minus. Use a high grade
II

1A/0 V. paper r

leaser.

laps may be placed on the voltage divider.

However, bear in mind that the resistor
slinem is only rated al 50 watts and that
(here is an idle current of approximately

PARTS LIST

15 milliamperes already flowing ilirongli
it with no load. This means that the

1.-Power transformer-P 948
2-Filter chokes-C-1420

iota' additional load %bleb the resistor
tam]. is 35 ma. If greater current

will

requirements are necessary a resistor with
a higher rating should lir employed. One
id approximately 75 1n 100 watts would
serve, depending upon the current drawn.
[luring tests, this power -supply in ciirijunction with iiir rersiiVerA lirelii011114- il-

lustrated, was what might be considered
hunt -free. If trouble is experienced clue
to tunable hums, that is, I a appearing
in s
places tm the dial in the receiver
and suit in others, they may be eliminated
by connecting .001 nif. condensers lie -

Wiring diagram
and purls values
for power-214113ply.

STANCOR

AEROVOX

3-8 mt. elettrolytic condensers

/S00 vp.
C

1-20,000 ohm voltage divider with one
slider

R. C. A.
L-Type Sit rectifier

MSC

1-5' s ir x r chassis
/1;16* aluminum/
1-Taaale switch

The HAMMARLUND
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This earn tube transmitter is ideal for the
beginner. his effectire

and amateurs hare

worked stationsail orer
the trpriii with this type
transmitter.

1 -TUBE BEGINNER'S
TRANSMITTER
0

\F.

parts are available at

noa hovel a list lif IIIIPILI.V

get started in amateur radii,.

All
that is neressai-v is a conscientious desire

to be a Ilarei and the ability to

one's

hands.

We assume the reader alreasl, has
Annie kind of receiver suitable fur operation in the amateur bench;. Many pimple
ruceicr, arc described in this, and sillier
magazines. We also assume the reader
(if he contemplates building 1141 transmitter) already has a license or will
obtain one before lie attempts to use a
transmitter. The simplest form of transmitter is the one tube id -let which is

crystal controlled and operates on two
bands with a bingle crystal. There its
nothing home-made about this transmitter.
Every part is available through your favorite item parts dealer. A few of the parts

could be made at home but if you are a
newcomer, it's safe to bet you don't have
a lot of junk nr paraphernalia from whirh
you would be able to snake lite parts is
we were to provide auffieiroi iriformnlinn.

id, low rives and, oriillr5E4 Lo say, they
arc superior ts, any even the most experienced Ham might build.
The chassis is a 7" x
a 2" steel unit
with black crackle finish. A wood base
could be used here. but the few cents saved

would be of little importance. The tube
is a 6I.6 metal type, not the glass variety.
In the cathode, we find a standard single

circuit tuning 'nit which is intended to
time in 411 no-iirA, W e have connected an
additional fig
condenser across it, so
that it will lmu. slightly lower in frequency
and enable the crystal to oscillate. In the
l

plate circuit, we have standard plug-in
roils and tuning condensers. This circuit
may be tuned to either the crystal frequency which is between 35(N) Lc. and
36.50 ke..; or to the second harmonic which
fails between 79011 and 73011 kc. (the 48

meter band). When the piale, or output
circuit is tuned to the crystal frequency,
the cathode. coil should he shortcircuited
by the switch
km' "SX''. Under some

SHORT WAVE MANUAL
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hest all-around results, 1.111e a 11011blei with

twisted pair feeders. If a good grade of
twisted pair is used, this antenna perforins

excellently and is very simple. l i will.
however, only work on one band. The
-finale wire fed Hertz will work on a and

1kttorn view showing the placements

Ill meters with fair Mirotas, but is slightly
more complicated. In either ease, after
the antenna is connected. the plate circuit
should he retuned for the lowest plate current. If this valve is itnintl to he till§
increase the antenna emipling. This ears
lie actmanplished by winding the antenna
aril on top of the plate roil near the. B -plus
end. In this ease, muse wire wills good insulation. In the ease of the Hertz antenna, increased coupling is accomplished
by moving the tap nearer the plate end of
the output coil.

of Armlets.

PARTS LIST

conditions, using a tube with hurter incould
ternal shielding, the cathode
lie left operating. We mention this so that
the reader will not be confused by information in other articles where this cireuii is
left in operation. With the Us% however,

this Cireail 11110111d he shorted to protect

the crystal when the output rireitit

is

tuned to the fundamental. Tuning and
adjusting should he done at a reduced voltage. Use 250 ',Joins or less, or Canner! a
large. resistor, 10,tH110 ohms 25 watts, in

series with the I3 -plus to the plate and
screen. Set the plate condenser at midget& and adjust the cathode tuning condenser for maximum plate mirrent. Then,
adjust the plate condenser for minimum
torrent. This indicates resonance. You

ran now apply the Full plate and ferret,
voltage and connect the antenna. Fur

HAMM AR II IND

1-40 meter coil. No. 42
1-80 meter roil. NO. 43
1.-MC-100-5 eerie* condenser
1.-ETLI-40 [anion unit
1-X5.2 crystal socket
1-S.8 rube socket
1-5.4 coil writes
1-a -IX R. F. choke
I. R. C.
t-400 ohm 20 wart resistor
1-20.000 ohm 1 watt resistor
1-20.000 ohm 2 watt resistor
131.11..re

L-3.5 MC. costal
R. C. A.

1-616 tube
PAR AIFTAL

x:2' black chassis
CORNELL DIMMER
1-.0001 ml. mica condenser
3-.05 ml. 500 V. paper condensers
1-.005' SOO V. mica condensers

There are few
parts in this sim-

ple transmitter

and the beginner
should hare little
difficulty in get-

01Mr.

ting it working.
..11

.01

MF
24,000 OHMS
2 W.

SHORT WAVE MANUAL
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Parts

for building receivers and

HAMMARLUnD

tra nsru i I ten; in this hoot., are here

tinted.

Ideal variables for ultra -short arid
short wave tuning, Isolantite in-

"IIFD" mt(:Rt) DUAL CONDENSERS

sulation.

All contacts riveted or
soldered. Vibration proof. New
improved IlanainarIund split type
rear bearing. tool noiiisile,a mining

CODE

Shaft -y.

MC 85.24

MC-sa-s
MC.50-51

MC. -75-S

LIST

20 mmf.
35 mmf.

81.40

50 and.

1.110

1.50

541 mint.

50 mmf. .......... .. , ..
100 mmf ........... .......

MC -140-14

140 mmf.,...... ..

MC -140-M
MC -200-M

mr-125..m

1.60
2.00
4.00
2.25
2.25
2.50
2.50
2.75
0.00
3.50

SO ninif.

MC -75-M
MC -100.5
MC -100-M

.

IOU mmf
140

,

.....

200 mud.
260 mmf.

320 rend..,......... ... ..

..
M"-Midline Pleb, -S"-Straight Line Cap. Plates

CAPACITY

quw-so

HFD-100

IND-140

...

.
,

140 :unit, per sect.....

.... 3.25
.

"SM"

3.75
3.25

"MCD" SPLIT -STATOR
CONDENSERS

NOR-e011ThilVe

MC11-100.S

NI CD-1.44)-31

140-$

ttsT
...83.00

50 mmf. per sect..
WO mod. per sect.
100 mini. per sect..
140 mmf. per seeL
140 mint. per sect.

3.00
3.50

3.50
4.00
4.1W

.

'S" -Straight Lute Cap. Plates

LIST
31 mid. per sea.

-63.511

MCI).38-MX
31 niter, per sea..
3.511
"M X "-Miillion Plates
"SX"-Strsight 1,iric (*an, Plates

"HP" MICRO

For tuning or trimming on high
frequencies.
dered

enimintn plated sol-

mount, or panel mantling with

hushing.. 110 mint. size 1 0;32"
high x
7/32" behind panel.
1.7.5 mud. ..... ..$1.25
HF-15
35 tend
/1E45
1.50
50 rumf
HF-50
1.60
HF-I0f1
100 mm(.....
1.00
ITF-140
140 mmf
2.25

HF-30-1

.1111

prongs)

till -15
SM-25

.75

SM -50
S31-100

SM-140
"SM-35-X

1 h mud..
25 mud.
50 mmf.
100 romf.

.05

.......
-

.

140 tomb........
35 nunf...

.

1.00
1.25
1.00

....

50 mmf
"Double Spaced Transmitting Types

t.25

Improved metre's:dug romicuser,

FIFA -100-C
11F11-150.0
11E1i-100-E

meter

30

Dotable-Spared

.

1.85

(088

where in thus hook. It is designed for
maximum stability and should be used
in conjunction with the ETU -SO. When

1411 mid. tutting condenser is used, the
entire SO meter hand rim he etsvertsl.

LIST

..
SWF-4 (4 prongs, evil form only
SW P-5 (3 {wino, coil form 01:0y1.
4WE-6 (6 -prongs, led form only).
No. 40 coil iwound coil. 4 prongs, 111-20 meters)
No. 4l coil (wound coil, 4 prongs. 17.41 meters)
No. 42 coil remind coil. 4 prongs. 33-75 meterii..
No. 43 coil .1 woutul roil, 4 prongs. 66.150 meters) .....
No. 44 roil remind end, 4 prongs, 1R.5-270
BC(' -4 (wound roil. 4 prongs. 250.560 meters)
No. 60 coil (wound coil, 6 prongs, 10-20 meters).
No. 61 coil (wound coil. 6 prongs. 17-41 meters .....
No. 52 coil (wound coil, 0 prongs. 33-75 meters)...
.
.

.

8.34
.35
,411

1.011

1.00
1.00
.75
.75

1 II
1.25
1.25
1,25

The permeability tune coil rric.-io covers only the 40 meter
band aml is dmMtiesi particularly for the type of transmitter
dearribed on page 22.
1.15,T

PRICE

..15.59

ETV -80..
ETU -40
ETC- 20

1M 10

Et '0-1011

.5.50

......

.

.....

1.11
Pit 111.
84.15
5.15
5.50
7.00
9.00
3.20
3.70
4.10

511

I011

150
100

_050'

.070'
.070'
.070"
.050'
.050"
.050"
.070"

5.11)

IIFA" VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

electron eonplerl mscillator described else-

I'

Am

.0.50*

1(11)

when u.sed with the usual 6L0 ur similar
(Ape tribe. The ECO.160 Is red in the

wound coils for 111C. -141.M condenser also
available.

GAP

50
100
35
65

41A PAC1TY

11F11 -50-C

so that they will cover the entire band

indexes.

PER SECTION

HERD -65-E

These exciter tuning omits are available for
80,40, 20 and 10 meters. 'They are adjusted

Outstanding forms using new low loss inoilsLinn material -XP -53, Natural coloring eliminating losses. Groove -ribbed for air spaced

113/16' square.
CODE

NEUTRALIZING
CONDENSERS

EXCITER TUNING UNITS

"XP -33" COIL FORMS AND KITS
grips,

"FIFE"

HERD -35- E

N -t0 '2 to 10 mmf

,141

.

500

INSULATED
ROTOR
CONDENSERS

IIFIID-50-C
lIFBD-100.0

plates and rounded edges. Isola ,
tile. Fine adjusting screw. Pero
tire licking nut. 'Designed for
herizontal adjustment.
high x 1 13116 deep.
CODE
LIST

8.55

Flange

LIS1'

with heavy aluminum' polished

LIST

.

11S'1'

of electrieal shock. The length of the condenser varies wall
capacity. The
shaft is 115' long and the end OM, oar

Fop, silirg, amt plug iris:evil.

C IPAC1TY

cap. -125 ma. Length neruss

This new line of trianunitting condensers departs considerably
from the usual design. The end plates me isolanlite /1.011 the.
rotor is 100"..; insulated from the mounting brackets. Also, the
control shaft in otimpletely insulated from the rotor permitting
high voltage to he applies' directly to the rotor without danger

tuhoi-954 or 955. 1- diaU115-900
meter. Five loupe grip silver
pianist phosphor bronze prongs. eniW

plutes.

nevi*

cap. 1W. Diemeter W.

6010

prongs)
6 prongs)
flge. base. 7 prongs

Moulded t hreaded shelf in form. 13-j" diameter
and 27A" long exclusive of prongs Kits with
plates.
Isolnidite.
Base mounting, single hole panel

ONDENSERS

types.
CODE

'SM-6a1

"MODS" DOUBLE SPACED CONDENSERS
MCD-33-SX

S-5

1.15'1'

prongs',

1 9/15" wide x
high. Depth
behind panel from 11,14" to 1176.
depending on capacity. Light in weight. strong and compact
in construction. Tinned soldered legs on the front end urn
supplies! to simplify wiring. Plates of straight line earineity

CAPACITY
50 eimf. per we.

'M"-lfilidline Plates

!4-4

shun. 5/16" tutinnting bushiest.

mount.

MCD-100-M

CODE

Sub -panel or base
21,{" x 14N",

Aorta socket at right. Isolantite.
Pot new high frequeney acorn

Phosphor hrnere spring plate affords proper tension and smooth
control and provides perfect contact. Singly Jude mounting. Ba"

Like single midgets, these incor,rprirate every requirement imperative to highast quality. Specifications identical to single types
except that shield plate is located
between skim stadiums. Overall
length behind panel -.3%.. Strong
holentite hese. Single hole panel

NICD 50 M
MCD-50-n

111111T1111U111

mounting.

.. 80
A (sm. base. 7 prongsi... 40

for short wave tuning. regeneration. antenna coupling. etc. Low
loss, motived hakelite insulation.

D.C. res.-35 ohms. Dist. cap. -1 mud.

Current

(2501IA.)

losses. Constant resistivity.
Gripped prompe--cannot shift.
:lode groove, Rinit-proof side
....ripping canteen'. (dazed top
and sides%

ei..6

M II)(;ET CONDENSERS

rah.

Standard socket at left. Lewmt

a.',,nssiss,

.62.75

26.5 mint. per sect,
Itouble-Spaced

HFO-341-X

1.00
1.50
3.00
3.75

invaluable item where space is at a premium. It
is so small in size and light in weight that, it min be
supported by own leads. /hive impregnated .i it ,
venial retinas' pies .'i'. Impregnated bolescore insuring ruggedness and stability. Ind.

('015KCH-230

LIST

00 mmf. per sect.
100 rind. per sect.

,

I==

"CH-X" R.F. MIDGET CHOKES

"S" ISOLANTITE SOCK Ers

Contacts variable Is, several p01;14011,1 for shortest leads. Shield
long
between sections. The 140 come. sue is 1t.i" high x
behind panel. ?-4" shaft. Cadmium plated soldered brass plater.

CODE

81.00

.

,

(-110

marbled split rear bearing
and individual noiseless wiping contact for each sect' . Rotor

For receiving and transmitting,

(NIDE

subject to change without notice.

No, 64 coil (wand roil, sie-prongs, 135-270 meters) ... ..
BCC -6 (wound coil, 6 -prongs. 250-560 meters)
.
SWE-4 (kit -4. four -prong coils. 17-270 meters)
SWE-6 (kit -I, six -prong soil, 17-270 meter. , ... .

equipped with new HIM.

CAPACITY

31C -20-S

No. 63 roil (wound coil Riz-prangs,1111-111)) meter) ..

A compact dual -ideal as a
high frequency tuning COD,
denser. for tuning low -pow erect short wave rind enlretransmitters.
bnrl
etc.. Heavy Isolantlite base

contact. Cadmium plated soldered
braes plates.

All prices shown are list prices, and

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., Inc., 424-438 West 33rdjStreet, New York

"MC" MIDGET
CONDENSERS
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.

,

5.50
5.50
12.00
2.00

The HFA isindenser is available in both the single and dual
types. The type -A" has .020" plate spacing and type "11"
has .030" plate spacing. These are romgedly built with ri
1 13/32* x 3 1/32" isolantite end panel. Roth singles and duals
have single hole panel mounting and can also be base mounted

with brackets. The IIFAD has 1 3/8" square front and rear
isolantite naiads wills a 1.1/141° shaft extension. Coned ruction is
the same as the 111' It type ronderiser.s. Heavy brass plates are
securely soldered and the entire assembly is cadmium plated to
preserve the finish.

CODE
HEA-75-A
IRFA-200-A

IIEA-110-A
111FA-25-11

HEAD -75-A
HEAD -100-A

HFAD-146.A
UFA 11-25.14

READ -100-B

CAPACITY
PER SECTION
75 mud.

1041 inns.

140 mmf.
25 mmf.
75 mmf.

100 mint

140 rend.

'a

eying.

ISO mmf.

TYPE

LIST
PRIC1

single
single
single
single
dual
dual
dual
dual
dual

For complete catalog of Hanuruerlund parts. write Dept. SWNI-::
address given above.

4.00
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2 -Tube 815 Transmitter
AFTER passing through the beginner
stage, the new -ham" usually requires
greater flexibility and increased power not
found in the first transmitter. Operatiort
1111 several of the amateur

1111111dg

its desired

after lie -newnessa' has worn off and this
means the seminal transmitter must be of
more elaborate design. Si nor iii t hr neve it tly

developed tubes permit great flexibility in
simple designs. The 815, for example. is a
push pull beans power tithe which will provide 50 watts output and eau he driven with
any small resmiving tube. The oscillator in

ter is a 61'6 connected in a
'trite t'' circuit to Alm frepiency multiplying independent of the amplifier. The
oscillator will furnish excitation on 3 amateur hands with one crystal.
The ratlendr. rirenil consists of an ETU 40 tuning unit, in a,irhilion a 100mnd fixed

condenser is externally couneetril across
Ilse coil. Adjustment of the variable condenser in the t

g unit ;Amu at all ethical.

Plug-in roils are used for coupling the
primary is lotwo stages. The nut
cated between the gird coils and the tuning
condenser for ihe grid coil is mounted inside the coil form. As it Safe,' measure.
this coil it shielded to prevent coupling.

The 815 amplifier tube bring easy to
shrive requires adjustment of the spacing
between the coils in order to obtain proper
grid current. Appr. ixiina Indy rhisa. provides
efficient excitation. With the fully insulated

plate minimiser, the plate voltage can be

applied directly to the rotor without

danger of the operator being shocked when

making adjustments. This ay.suines, of
wan. N.ZT Cr.LR,IC SPECr.E.0 ry ec wa. 2, MILL

Ilriffirra iiitewrisierns.

COUrive, that die operator only touches adjusting knob. Keying can he done in either
Ilse oscillator or amplifier ea desk circuits.
When the oscillation is keyed, adjustments
should be made while listening, to the signal

SHORT WAVE MANUAL
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815

PLUG-IN COIL, L.

---_+_----

XT AL

19

01 %1F.

.005
M F.

r-

90.0f,
CHX

7
0

rd:

20.000

T

OHMS
26W.

ry

L____ ___J

ETU -40

g,1i0c

25w.

200

y

OHMS

OHMS`
2 w.

77`

0

5.3

45V.

V.

-

+

0
+500V.

each circuit to be metered and a rotary
switch connects the meter to the olcsired

circuit. A suitable power supply and modulating unit will he found nn pages 26 and 30.

Total grid
14

Coil Data. L 2
14 mc, 14 T. No. 16
7 mc. 24 T. No. 16

3.5 mc. 40 T. No. 18

all 2M." Jong, 13/4" dm,

Bottom view show-

ing placement of
This t rams-

rn itter is easy to build

and operate.

HAMMARLUND
1.-ETU-40 tuning unit 1-XS-2 Crystal socket
1-1-1FBD-1.00-C Var.
1-CEIX RF Choke
Cond.
2-SWF-1-Coil forms
1-APC-75 midget cond. 1-CH-250 RF choke
2 -8 -prong Sockets, 5-8 1-CS-3 Cnil Shield
1-5.prong Socket, 5-5
1. R. C.

1-

200 ohms 1/2 w. 1- 6,000 ohms 25 w.
1-20,000 ohrn5
w.
2- 100 ohms 2 w.
1-20,000 ohms 10 w. 1-20,000 ohms 25 w.
1

CORNELL DUBIL1ER
mf. paper cond. 600 V,

1-.0001 ml. mica Rec. type
1-.005 col. mica, 1000 V.

S

11

OuTpu-r

4-.01

Coil Data, L 1
Plate

0

PARTS LIST

'n a monitor so that the keying will be

parts.

W.

0

clean_ Meters can he connected in all circuits, however, a simple and more economical method is shown in the diagram. Here
we find a 100 ohm resistor connected in

Band
20 m.
40 m.
80 m.

2.

t

I/2 YO,

REY

- -AOC 010siS

:36

CENTRALAB

1-Rotary switch No. 2505
PARMETAL

1-7" x 13' x 2" chassis
BARKER AND WILLIAMSON
1-80-BVL coil
l-20-BLV coil

1-40-BVL coil

1-815 tube

t-BV-hase assembly
R. C. A.
t -6V6 tulle
BLILEY

I-Variable crystAl

20
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Efficient 2 -Tube Transmitter
rrinE newcomer to ha in radio who chooses

1 to build his own transmitter rather
than purchase a ready-made one, usually
starts off with something simple. T1 gh,
all too often the beginner, in his haste to

get on the air. puts together a haywire
transmitter with rather disappointing. results. Assuming the beginner is going to
operate nn two hands (80-40 meters) and
the desired power output is in the neighborhood of 100 wails, we believe this outfit
is just about ideal. Such a rig can be built
cheaply and need not he complicated.
Looking over our manufacturer's tube
list, the 812 variety seems to be the best

buy front the standpoint of mononty.
Since this tube only requires some 5 or
ft watts driving power for amino] 100 watts
output, a single 807 crystal oscillator
should do the trick nicely. 11. sing the 81)7
in a trite'. oscillator -doubler circuit permits
full output nit two bands with one crystal.
This transmitter works on 80 and 40 meters
wills nn provision for adding other bands.
Although 20 -meter operation can he had
with some sadrifire in output, if the final is
used as a doubler. In this case, the tube
should not he loaded as heavily as when
operated as a straiglo amplifier.

of this transThe entire R.F. port'
mitter is mounted on 71,' x 13" x 2
steel chas.sis whirl' was given a coat of gray

lacquer after all drilling was completed.
This treatment provides a notch neater
appearance and eliminates linger stains

which would appear on the unpainted
chassis.

The cathode circuit of the 807 rsnpLtys
a 40.me.ter shielded coil and condicn-wr assembly. 'rids unit does not have sufficient
range to tune to a suitable fr....N.1'41- in
order to priVe i de lrculrer cry si .11 ..iwr a t ion.

Therefore, it is necessary to add a stuall
fixed capacitor of 11)11 mud. In the plate
circuit of the oscillator, we have a plug-in
coil because here we change front 80 to 40
meters when doubling.

The 812 amplifier is extremely simple
and inset the split roil and condenser arrangement in order Its obtain neutralizing
voltage. Both stages use a new type of
variable condenser having an insulated
rotor allowing much more compact eon8trtietion and results in a considerable saving in cost.

In wiring the transmitter, ordinary »kJ
push -hack wire is used and enough terminal

strips are employed to make a neat and
simplified wiring job. The wiring diagram
and coil data, should complete the

constructional infix/nation. Getting the
rig on the air is just about as
simple as building it. Apply voltages to
the oscillator and adjust the cathode condenser for maximum plate current of the
807. Then. adjust the plate condenser of
this same stage for the minimum plate
current. Neutralizing is next. With filament voltages applied to the 812 but with
no plate mirage, open the neutralizing eon.

SHORT WAVE MANUAL
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denser all the way. Then, with the meter
switched to the amplifier grid circuit, ro-

tate the plate condenser and a decided
change in grid current Kill he noticed.

Swing the plate condenser back anti forth.
at the same time close the spacing of the
neutralizing condenser. The fluctuation
in grid current will gradually become
smaller and smaller until it disappears. As
the neutralizing condenser plates become
closer, the thietnation of grid current will
then reappear. Correct neutralization is
that point at which no fluctuation in grid

current is noticed as the amplifier plate

Bottom view of two -tube transmitter

circuit is tuned through resonance. While
doing this job. it is well to note the point
of resonance, or rather the point where the
change in grid current occurs, and before

crease the coupling until the tube draws
proper plate current. With 1,000 volts

applied to the tube, the plate current
should be between 100 and 125 milli-

the plate voltage is applied to the 812,

the plate condenser should be set as near
as possible to this point. Then, when the
plate current is applied, readjust the plate
condenser for minimum current.
The last and final operation is connect-

For highest efficiency, the grid
current should be in the neighborhood of
amperes.

25 milliamperes.
BLILEY

1-LD-2 crystal (190 meter band)
I. R. C.

ing the antenna to the link coil and in -

1-400 ohm wire wound resistor (type AB/

1-2,500 ohm wire wound resistor (type
AB/
1-20,000 ohm wire wound resistor (type
AB)
1-30,000 ohm metallized resistor (2 watt)
3-100 ohm metallized resistors (2 watt)
TRIPLETT
1-0-L50 milli ammeter
CORNELL DUBILIER
1-75 mmf. mica cond. (rec. type/

COIL DATA

50 -meter osc. plate: 37 turns No. 26 bare wire.
40 -meter esc. plate: 17 turns No. 22 bare wire.
Both coils wound en 4-proung Hammarlund forms
1 t6" dia. and spaced lu a length of 1 va",

PARTS LIST
HAMM AR LLT ND

1-ETU-40 coning unit

1-.000I mmf. mica cond. (1.000 V)
1-.005 mmf. mica cond. (5.000 V/

1.-EIEB-50-C (single/ condenser
1-11TBD-100-C (split stator/ condenser
Isolantite socket, S prong
2-S-4 Isolancite socket, 4 prong
1-XS-2 crystal socket
1-CH-250 R.F. choke

6-.01 mmf. paper cond. (60(1 V. Owar
tiger)

CENTRALAB
1-No. 2505 5 -pole 5 -position I sol. switch
GENERAL ELECTRIC

2-CHX RF choke
i-N-10 neutralizing condenser
2-2-112" stand-off insulators SOS -250

1-GL-807 tube
1-GL-812 tube
BARKER-WILLI AMSON
1-BVL Coil base assembly
t-80 BVL 80 -meter coil
1-40 BVL 40 -meter coil

1-PTS power tube shield
1-No. 43 plug -in -coil for 80 meters
i-No. 42 plug -in -coil for 40 meters
Tit

GL -1307

C

GL -a12

AP. r

Complete wiringdiagram less power sup-

ETU -40

ply. Note the simple
method employed to
ccx

switch the meter to

20,000

various circuits.

OHMS

*5T

2w.
400

.CH

OHMS

its.

5

0
0-420

Mt.

o
a

3

0
o
C

4
0
0

NOTE,

0
C

C

TOP M EWS Or

0a

Tier SOCKETS
SHOWN
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4000.
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The performance of au e.c.o.

i. at 'ram as much in the construction us iii t he cireu i t . Here's

a frequency -control unit which

coon hi nee a circuit novelty or two

with interesting constructional
features. It has had a thorough

"air test" and came through
with flying colors.

-I compact and businesslike instrument haring output on 80, 40, mad
20 meters. Complete. including
power supply, it measures only
by /6 by 8 inches.

A Transmitter Frequency Control Unit
with Three -Band Output
A Self -Contained Cabinet -Type Exciter or Low -Power Transmitter
BY G. W. SMART,* W2.87111N
THE variable -frequency osarilla Ir.r. v. bile

v.f.o. to be described is an e.c.o. It seems

not new by any means. bus reully only
begun In come into its own within the last

that the type of circuit used is not so important as the physical arrangement and

year or tan. We shudder to think of the
amateur bands eventually cluttered up
with thousands of e.c.o.'s or v.f.o.'s dart-

general mechanical design. Before we get

into the details of construction, let's see
what makes this v.f.o. different from others.

ing buck and forth like a bunch of sizzlers

in an aerial fireworks display; while the
v.f.o. is a swell piece of apparatus, it requires some careful and prudent use. Undoubtedly, before the evil of these instruments manifests itself, plenty will be
written to overcome the problem. In the
meantime we have found in the v.f.o.
something that ran never be replaced by
any other instrument. The particular
HammAriund Mfg. Co.. New York City.

In its design, a definite effort was made

to keep it simple to build and operate.

Only one control is operated during normal
use and output is available on three bands

-00, 40 and 20 by changing only the
output coil. Although plug-in coils are
used, band -switching could be employed
without difficulty. Also, the tuned circuit
could be arranged to cover two bands with
one coil so that only two coils would
be necessary Int complete coverage.
The entire design of this unit is sirn-

plified by the use of only a single
tuning condenser. Irsuaily three -gang
condensers arc employed in this type
of instrument.

The Oscillator
The electron -coupled oscillator op-

erates in the 160 -meter band and
covers 1750 to 2000 kc. The tuned
circuit is a self-contained unit and
includes everything but the main

Inside the oscillator tuned circuit assembly.
The stiff wires at the corners serve both as
supports and terminals.

frequenty-changing c leaser. The
mechanical arrangement of this unit
provides excellent stability and free-

SHORT WAVE MANUAL
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darn from frequency changes
caused by vibration or shock.
This e.c.o. doesn't have to be

operated on sponge rubber
pads. As a matter of actual
fact, there is only slight mod-

ulation, and that from tube
element vibration, when the
instrument is subjected to
mechanical shock. As shown
in the photograph four veriical bars hold the entire
oscillator assembly together,
and these also serve as terminals for external connections. One goes directly to
the grid of the 6SJ7 tube, a

On the extreme right ran ha- seen
rides excitation for the output stage
Olt 80, 40 and 20 meters. This coil is
mounted under the chassis so there
will be no coupling between it and the
output circuit.

second to the cathode, one to the B -negative

the permeability tuned coil which pro -

R1

a

6SJ7

-1

I

C6

Lt

t2

ryl

and the last to the tuning condenser.

Keying in the oscillator circuit is ac-

complished by breaking the negative lead.

A simple filter consisting of a small r.f.
choke and a 0.995-ufd. silvered mica
C7

65K7

C8

807
CAP

a

1

L3

Yo

'Z CSj

L4

,

O

C,
X

VR-

R

TI

5V4G

0V.
015 TO .s

L5
C13

S2

X

6.3 V.

C14

trfsh-cr
JUNIPERS 1N

REGULATOR TUBE'S

C.. - 1- cafd. paper.
Ca -35-pil.fd. compensator

(Erie Ceramicon N6801.

Ca - 50-ptafd. air trimmer.

3004L ;ad. silvered mica.
Ca - 140 -lap -Id. variable (Hammarlund MC -140-S).
Cf5 - I 00- AiLfd. silvered mica.
C7, Cs -5004,14d. silvered mica.
variable (llarnCs Ca

marlond MC -LOO -S).

Eta - 0.001 -pfd. mica.

Ctt-0.005-µfd. silvered mica.

C12 - 50-tmlfd. air trimmer.
Cia - 8.1sid . electrolytic, 450 CI

volt.
32-P-fd. electrolytic, 450 volt.

RI - 20,000 ohms, l -2 -watt.

R - 50,000 ohms, 1 -watt.
R3 - 20.000 ohms, I -watt.
Rt - 20 ohms, t -watt.
R6
20.000 ohms. 2 -watt.
Ro -400 ohms. Si -watt.
R7 - 400 ohms, 1U -watt.
Rs. Rs - 3000 ohms 20 -watt.
Li - 30 turns No. 24 enamelled,
close -wound. on ',inch
diameter form. Cathode
tap 10 turns from bottom. (In Hammarlund
ECO-160 unit.)

L3 -60 turns No. 24 eosin.,
close -wound, on 7i -inch

diameter form. 114 and
CLa in Hammarlund
ETU 80 unit./

1-3 - 17-pb., 36 turns No. 28,
close -wound, on

14 -inch

La

form, with tuning. Mutt
(Hammarlund No.
60141.
3.5 Mc. -38 turns No. 24,
length 1 bf in., diam. 1 i3

in.; link I I turns.
length 1:4in., diam.
in.; link 6 turns.

7 Mc.-I8 turas No. 20,
14 Mc. -9 turns No. 16.

length 13.i in., diam. 113
in.; link 4 turns.
LS - 15 henrys, 150 -ma_

Tt - 300 volts d.c. at 100 ma.,
with rectifier and 6..3 volt filament windings.
St - S.p.s.t., low -capacity type.
Si - S.p.s.t. toggle_
D.p.d.t. toggle.
Si
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denser removes all traces of r.f. and
permits clean keying.
The voltages to the plate and screen

grid of the 6SJ7 are regulated, the
screen by a 1.11-105 and the plate by
11-150. The screen voltage, being
a
I regulation
lilt we critical, hat cons'
and

consequently a high degree of

voltage stability is obtained. The 6S17

proved to be the best tube for the
purpose since very little output was
In this particular ease connecting the screen and suppressor together proved beneficial.
The output of the oscillator is tuned
required.

to 3550 kc. with a fixed tank circuit.
t nless the entire unit is to be operated

on the high -frequency portion of the
80 -meter e.w. band, or the 75 -meter
'phone band, Ibis circuit will require
no adjustment. Tuning it to 3550 ke.
permits operation over a very wide portion

of the e.w. band and all of the 10- and
20 -meter hands.

Buffer Multiplier
The second tube in the line-up is a 6.S k
operated as a fixed -tune amplifier -doubler.

Its plate circuit is resonated to 7050 ke.
with a permeability -Moos' roil. Once set,
this eteil requires no adjustment regardless
of the output frequency.
It may seem unsound to tune this circuit
to 7050 kc. and expect the amplifier which
follows to operate in the 3.5 -Me. band. hut
that is exactly what happens. The 807
can he operated on the 80 -meter band with

effieiency as great as, if not greater than,
that obtained when it is operated on the
20 -meter band as a doubler. Sufficient r.f.
excitation gets by l..g to snake the amplifier
work effiriently over the r plate 80 -meter
band. The 807, of course, is a straight

amplifier on 7 Mr.

Output Stage

queney in the 411- or 211 -meter bands and
over two-thirds of the 80 -meter c.w. hand.
For maximum 01111111t in the high -frequency portion of the 80 -meter c.v... band,
or the 'phone band, it is necessary to make

a slight adjostment of the oscillator output circuit.
The amplifier plate circuit when loaded
to the normal 60 ma. by an antenna or
another amplifier requires no adjustment
over an extremely wide range of frequency,
although a separate control is available on
the panel to 1
li up this circuit when ne-

The plate current of the 807 is
a fairly good indication of how the rem! of
the outfit is working. A 0-100 milliarnmeter is connected permanently in this
circuit.
Returning to L. the permeability -tutted
mil, we would like to point out that slight
changes in value might disrupt the operation of the entire unit. For example, in
cessary.

one unit built up experimentally it was
desired to increase the excitation for the
807. On the assumption that the grid
leak, R3, was absorbing slime of the output

The output of the 807 is relatively con slant over any one band and is approxi-

of the 6SK7, an r.f. chlke was played in
series with the leak. The excitation went

mately the same on all three. A careful

tip on 40 and 20 meters, but the circuit no
longer passed sufficient r.f. at 3.5 Me, to
give satisfactory operation. Removing

check of the 807 grid current showed that
ample excitation was present at any fee -

Fig. 2-Drift
the oscillator

characteristic of

unit, measured

front a cold
start. Frequency
3.5 Mc.

-1000
10

20 30 40 50 60

70

TIME -MINUTES

80 90 ha
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the choke permitted normal operation.
On 7 Mc. a tendency of the 807 to oscillate with the key open in oscillator keying
by connecting a 20 -slim rewas overc
siator in series with the screen,
Mthough not shown in the photograph.
additional terminal strips have been made

available to provide external grid biaswe believe this is a worthwhile addition, as
it prevents oscillation in the amplifier when

the oscillator is keyed-and to connect an
external 600 -volt plate supply for the 807
iu cases where higher output is required.

While there may be no particular ad-

vantage in the key change -over arrangement, it was installed in this unit for test
purposes so that the key could be switched
from oscillator to amplifier under any particular set of comfit' a to determine
whether or not keying of the oscillator was
satisfactory at all times.

Frequency Drift
In an effort to make this unit compact,
the power supply and all other equipment
was built on the one ehussis. Naturally,
some particular condition,: existed that
may not exist its some other arrangement -

For example, every experimental unit
built up proved to have ample stability
and low frequency drift, although there
was occasionally hunt modulation in the
carrier and in some cases the keying was
not dean. In all canes, it wan found necessary to by-pass the oscillator heater
right at the tube to clear up hum modulation and mantling between the input and
output circuits. With the addition of this
condenser, complete isolation was achieved.

The output circuit can he tuned through
re:immure, loaded or unloaded, and there
is absolutely no change in the oseillator
frequency.

The frequency drift encountered in this
particular mot was mostly caused by the
heat radiated by the power transformer
and rectifier tube. If the power supply
were not contained in Ilse cabinet, no drift
compensation would be requireol. although

the addition of drift compensation can be
an asset in any ease. We found that with
a 350.41. eflItIpelittatOT the overall drift of
the complete unit shown in the photograph
was quite low. The accompanying curve

gives the result of a careful laboratory

It would he imssible to use more
compensation. but it wan not deemed desirable because of the danger of overcompensation and a reversal of drift some time
during operation. We are of the opinion
that to have a known drift in a known di.
reetion is about the safest bet.
cheek.
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It is surprising how mush more effective

low power becomes when the frequency
can be varied at will. We have used this

outfit just as shown with no additional
amplification for a period of almost four
urnntbs at W2AM N. During that time
practically the entire U.S. was worked and

the performance was really remarkable.
Of course it doesn't pry to call CQ with
this sort of rig: our practice was to wait
for a (.Q, adjust the frequency of the oscillator to coincide with that of the other
station. and then call when the CQ was
finished. Contacts were numerous and
operation appeared to be just as satisfactory as with any NO- or 300 -watt rig we
ever operated. An this took plat.' in the
40 -meter band, which is pretty crowded.
Normally, the amplifier is keyed. This
permits the "quiet" switch. Si, to he mush
for frequency setting. The oscillator can
be turned on and the signal checked in the
receiver without radiation from the trona-

milting antenna. Thus a lot of mineerssary disturbance is prevented. Every
v.f.o. should have some arrangement by
which the oscillator can be hulled on and
operated independently .of the nillpitt alit plilier so it will not cause interference during adjustments. Finding a place for the
'-quiet" switch seemed. at first, to be quite
problem. However. a low -capacity
switch connected between the cathode and
a

the negative return of the tuned circuit
killed the oscillator and permitted everything else to remain the same in the circuit

insofar as current and tube temperature
were elineerned. One word of warningthe leads to this switch should lie very
short because if there is appreciable inductance iii the switch circuit the oscillator

will operate even though the switch

cloned.

in

If the mechanical layout drilla:111S

that the oscillator tuning unit he mounted
a considerable distance from the panel the
switch should be operated by an eaten
shaft.
No effort was mode to calibrate the um
till/tow since it was operated in conjunction
with a calibrated receiver. However, we
would suggest calibrating it and providing

some means of checking it periodically.
Our tests have shown that a unit of this
type, if carefully designed and constructed,
will remain in calibrate indefinitely, but
as a matter of precaution, even though its
calibration can be relied upon the oscillator

frequency should be checked in the receiver before transmission is attempted.
This article is reprinted in pert from June

1441 Or
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Medium Power Modulator

iwerttstedi in Irl,une opera-

almost any load eonditions, providing the

tion will find this an ideal mummy'
modulator unit. Although it has ntedium

total power in the load circuit is in New
with our previous comments on ratio of
audio to 1)C poser input. The speech
amplifier and driver is about the simplest
form available and is designed to work

110%er output, when used together with an

efficient transmitter, its range si hl be
almost unlimited. It will work with either

the 812 transmitter or the 815 transmitter already described_

The

available output of this modulator
'1 is
in the neighborhood of 65 waits. Naturally at ibis level, some distortion will be
experienced, although the quality sill he
satisfactory fora tnateur use. We II Ire I inn
tlis,serlisa,, and we trust that the reader
will 1101 be horrified to learn that this amplifier Ilea distortion: all amplifiers have
distortion at certain levels and those that
so
excellent over the air, probably
have more distortion than exists in this
amplifier. Distortionless output e -an be
obtained at levels tip to 30 watia.,
1

F t lamentaliy, the audio power required to modulate an RF amplifier, should

be equal to half the DC input of the RF
amplifier.

Twenty five watts of audio

power will completely modulate 50 watts
input. tin the other hand, very satisfae
tort' radio -phone performative elm he obtained with as lit lie as 25 or 30% audio
power. Therefore, it is reasonable to astatine that this amplifier can he used with
inputs of 150 watts.

The 815 dual hewn power tube, was
selected for this amplifier because of its

economy and relatively high output at
low voltage. The output transformer,
T494 is adjusted for a 4500 ohm output
load. however, this can he changed to meet

with a crystal or other high impedance low
level rnieropl
In the speech amplifier circuit, we have a 6SJ7 driving a dual
triode connected in a phase inverting
circuit, ibis in turn drives a pair of 6C5 -s

which are used to drive the 815 output
tube.

Extreme ear*, has been taken to maintain complete isolation in the various high
gain circuits. The builder should be prepared to adhere closely to the values specified in order to avoid trouble. A departure
from sonic of these values of condensers or
resistors in some of the filters, :night result

in feed -back and instability.
The power supply section of this ampli-

fier employs a transformer with a bias
tap on the high voltage winding: this
supplies negative grid voltage for the output tube. Another method for obtaining this voltage would he to use separate dry
Latiprie.s, however. the method used in

this amplifier is more economical in the
long run. Two rectifiers and two Idler systems are required. The 83 mercury vapor

rectifier tube is used in the high voltage
supply and 82 is used for the -17 supply.
It should be noted that load resistor in the
C supply is extresnilly low. A 1000 ohm
load resistor is employed to permit good
regulation and re du voltage drop appear-
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These views shim, the general mechanical lay -nos f

of the modulator unit.

ing acrLOSS the resigner during periods when

grid rurrent flows.
r ThiA entire ottif iRhuill.oil a 17"1,13 x
eltat,.-;is with an 834" x 19" panel. It ran
be ruck mounted or enclosed in a standard
cabinet. The panel contains the micro-

phone jack. gain control, plate current
meter and primary switch with its associated pilot light. The output terminals are
brought out at the rear of the eitatgAtk

PARTS LIST
PAR METAL

1-Parinetal Chassis, 17 z 13 x 3'
1-Black Parmetal Panel, 19 x 8 and 3!4"
1-Pair Side Brackets fParrnetai)
KENYON TRANSFORMERS

1-T-494 Output trans.
t-T-507 Choke
l --T-154 Choke
1.-T-153 Choke
1-T-255 input trans.
L-T-216 Power trans.
TUBES

1-RCA 60.7
1-RCA 6N7
2-RCA 6C5
1-RCA 815
I-RCA 83
I-RCA 82

RESISTORS
2 watt metalixed
I -111C 3 meg.
= watt inetalized
t-IRC I meg.
1

'r

'WSW.%

2-IRC 1000 ohm
1/2 watt mecalized
3-111C 250,000 ohms 1 2 watt metalired
2-IRC 50.000 ohms l ,2 wan metalized
t-IRC 3000 ohms L i2 watt metaliaed
1-IRC 20,000 ohm 1/2 watt metalized
2-IRC 500,000 ohms 112 watt Metuiiied
1-Ward Leonard 507-249 1000 ohm
25 watt VAR,
1-Ward Leonard 507-749 25.000 ohm
100 watt VAR.
1-Ward Leonard 507-139 10.000 ohm
50 watt VAR.
1-Mallory-Y 500,000 MP Carbon Con.

trol

CONDENSERS

2-Cornell-Dub TLA 6040 4 mfds 600 V
1--Cornell-Dub KR -288 8-8 mfds 250 V
2-Cornell-Drab EP 9081 8 mfds 450 V
2-Cornell-Dub BR 252 25 mfds 25 V
1-Cornel1-Dub BR 102 ID cads 25 V
3-Cornell-Dub DT 651
mfds 600 V
1-Cornell-Dub DT 4P1 .1 mfds 400 V
MISCELLANEOUS

5-Amphenol sockets 8 prong
2-Amphena sockets 4 prong
1-Pilot assembly for 6 wan -110 V bulbs
1-Am cmeoh.enot CL-PCiM closed ckt. input

1-Amphenol MC 1 F Mic. connector
1-6 wail 110 V bulb
1-S. P. T. Toggle switch f3 amps)
3-5 point dummy lugs
1-Panel mount fuse holder (3 AG)
2-Small feedthru insulators fl irribacht
1-"Gain" Dial plate
1-Bar Knob
-2 amp. fuse t3 AG)
2-Medium grid caps
1-A C Line cord with plug

11/31,1'.11-1[..,.,14.1.15{ unnro,

Magnum of the complete modulator and itN power supply.
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RECEIVING and TRANSMITTING
ANTENNAS
WHILE radio signals can he received

on almost any piece of wire, rare
exercised in building a good antenna system will pay dividends. For general broadcast and short wave reception, a single wire
about 75 feet long seems to give best re
snits.

For reception on any particular

short wave band, the doublet is perhaps
the simplest and moat generally used; and
it is very effective. This fatter type is
restricted to use over very narrow ranges

of frequency. The flat top or main wire of

in. Poor quality here will result in inferior
performance particularly thiring damp
wea titer.

"Trailsmitting Antennas"
More complicated antennas are usually

employed fur transmitting, hut here too,
the simplesi perform consistently well and
it is advisable for the beginner to avoid the
complicated antennas, sinia he is well up
on his theory. The doublet described above

is best suited where break-in or duplex

be spread to form a triangle having all sides

operation is desired. There is less interference due to the feeders not radiating in or
near the operating room. When a similar
type antenna is used for receiving and they are separated several wave lengths, fine
results will be experienced.
Another simple transmitting antenna is
one with a single wire feeder. This feeder
is connected to the antenna at a point removed slightly from the center of the eat
Care should Is! taken not to create
sharp bends in the lead-in and it should be
kept well away from all trees, metal roofs,

approximately 16 inches. Make sure the
better grade material is used for the lead

etc. The distance front the center of the
flat top to the point where the feeder is

the doublet should he

wave length long.

A convenient formula For calculating this
length is:

468/freq.(mr)
For example, a 20 meter antenna (14 me.)
should he 33.42 feet long. This is then cut

in the center and fitted with a special
twisted pair transmission line. In attaching this type of lead-in. the two terminals at
the antenna should he separated from 12
to 16 inches, and the lead-in wires should

SHORT WAVE MANUAL
I-1 per cent of the total length of the flat
top and is the same for each of the important amateur bands. A single wire feeder
ran lie tapped on the plate coil of the transmitter through a blucking condenser or it
can be coupled through a tuning '1.
Time was when nearly every amateur
used the Zepp antenna. This is alai, shown
in the drawing. In cases where the feeders
are an odd number of quarter waves long.
the tuning condensers should he 44444
in series. An even number of quarter wave
lengths

in the feeding system requires

parallel tuning
There are many other types of impedance matched antennas. but these require
knowledge and equipment to get
to
them operating properly and the beginner
it ill do well to use the simple forms of an:
Ictittas. at least until his experience fits him
for the morn complicated EIyaerliA. The
drawings show a number of methods for
connerting antennas and many methods
I'm. timing them. Most of the diagrams are
self-explanatory or are covered in the
caption.
In many locations, eirc stances will
dictate the type of antenna to tate. flow-

erer, there are a few aimple rules which
rim he followed for all locations: First.
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the antenna should be well in the dear and
away from all surrounding objects. Second.
it should be as high as poesible and third,
all connections should be thoroughly soldered. Many amateurs prefer #12 solid
enameled copper wire. Usually this type

of wire is difficult to handle and many
kinks will remain in the v. ire, particularly
in races where meats arc not strong
enough In permit the antenna to he pulled
aufficieraly light to remove kinks. Stranded

wire consisting of 7 strands of #22 will
overcome the trouble with kinks and it is
much easier to handle. Each strand
should he thoroughly riensiell and soldered
where a joint is made. The stranded wire
works out particularly well in spaced
feeder systems where it is difficult to main tam tatanesh.

PARTS LIST
HAMMARLUND

2-150

2-Standoff insulators
CENTR A1.AlI

1-Roury Swi
No. 3505.
COIL DATA
30 cares No. 14,1ne rd wire
2 inch diameter. soured sea length of
3 inches.

Diagrams of various simple antennas with which the beginner may obtain excellent

results. A & N do not require a tuning unit, while the others make Use of the
unit shown on the opposite page. In figure the an tenors can be any convenient
length. preferably a 1/4 wave -length or more, but it does not hare to be any enact
length: the tuning unit will bring oboist a match.
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TRANSMITTER

POWER
SUPPLIES
High voltage power
supply.

LTHOUGH there is nothing compliAL ea ted about this high voltage power
supply, it is important that good materials
should he employed and care should be
exercised in wiring.

were to appear across the tubes before the
filaments were heated, it is more than
likely they- would be completely ruined.

The high voltage

transformer has three out -put voltages
ranging from 1000 to 1500 volts, which are
sufficient to cover the requirements of the

high voltage artqAiliers described in this
book. Since this power supply feeds the

last amplifier in the transmitter, filtering is not too important. A single choke

PARTS LIST
KENTON
1-Rect. filament transformer
1.-high voltage plate transformer
1-Amp. filament transformer
1-Filter choke.
1. R. C.

of gond quality with a 2 nsf. fit ter condenser

1-50.000 ohm, 71 WI. resistor

will provide sufficient smoothing to produce a very clear note. The filament supply in the amplifier with which this power
supply will be uscAl, should be contained
on the chassis with the real of the power
supply equipment. The switch arrangenient permits the filaments to be heated

2-866 rect. tubes

before the high voltage is applied. This is
quite important because if the high voltage

Wiring diagram for a
high voltage power sup-

ply to be used in trans-

ters requiring a

t holm sand or more volts.

CORNELL DUMMER
clykanol. 2000 v.
R. C. A.
PARMETAL

1-17" x 13" s 3" chassis
MISC.

2-sp. at. toggle switch
2-Plate clips for 866 tubes.
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74 clew of lute mirage
power supply. This will
work with all transmit-

ters requiring around
400 rolls.

Low Voltage
Supply
rrITIS power supply can be used with
.1 any of the low power transmitters, de.
seribed in this booklet. or the low power
stages of any high power transmitter. The
chassis used is the standard 7" x 13" x 2."
steel unit and provides plenty of space for
the various parts. Since must of the parts
of a power soliply become quite but during
operation, it is important to provide ample
ventilation. Do not crowd the parts or
mount them in an unventilated container
or cabinet.
While filtering is more important in low

denser input to the filter, a full load voltage
is just ubrutt equal to the 400 voltage rating
of the secondary of the transformer. With
condenser input it is advisable not to use
a mercury vapor rectifier. The 51.3 gives
the best results. One very important part

of this power supply is the fuse, by all
means include a fuse in every power supply

you build, it costs very little and will pay
big dividends. Even if it only saves a t ohs
in case of overload due to a short circuit,
you will be way ahead in dollars and cents.

PARTS LIST
IIAMMAR LUND

power stages, this supply with its single

1-5.4, Citrons socket

section filter provides sufficient smoothing
to produce a clean, crystal clear note from
any good transmitter. Remember! it isn't
always the fault of the power supply when
the note sounds bad. Spurious oscillation
due to poor design of the transmitter can

1-20,000 ohm, 50 wart resistor

do more to spoil a signal than even the
poorest filter. The single choke with input
and output condensers will produce excellent results if not abused by overloading.
The transformer contains all windings

for filainelit and high voltage. With con.

Drilling dimensions for
the low rulings. power
supply. Sufficient filtering is obtained with
one choke and t tro con densers.

I. R. C.
AEOROVOX

2-8 mf. 500 V. electrolytic colds.
STANCOR

1-Plate.61. transformer No. P.4081 (see
text for using}

1-Filter choke 20 H. 175 ms. No. C.1 410
R. C. A.
1-57.3 tube
MISC.

1-Tosele switch
PAR METAL

1-7' x 13' 2' chassis
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